By Tom Brylawski

"To know what's going on in the four corners of the world is not only respectable; it is potentially dangerous," said Sir Gordon Sutherland in a lecture delivered on Tuesday evening, March 24 to 100 members of the MIT community. Sutherland is the Director of the National Physical Laboratory in Teddington, England.

Speaking on the topic "Technology Behind the Bamboo Curtain," Sutherland told of his trials, 60 years ago, as an expert on China, where he and four other members of the University radio network lets Brandeis, BC hear WTBS's 'Rise and Shine'.

Starting this week, the morning (Rise and Shine) show of WTBS, heard Monday through Friday at 8:00 am, will be broadcast daily on WYBCR, the Boston College radio station.

The program is now heard at Brandeis University as a pro- gram of the University Broadcast System Network.

Focus

Class of 1967 officers

Giorgio Piccagli

"A program of increased cooperation, to build inter- and participation in class activities," will be the goal of the class of 1967, as stated by class president Giorgio Piccagli. The officers have a varied background of experience in the community. They are pledged Alpha Phi Omega, the national service fraternity.

The president, Giorgio Piccagli, originally came from Italy (Man- tua), now calls Chevy Chase, Maryland, his home. A resident of Baker House, he was president of the Baker House Fresh- man Council and was on the freshmen Council Feedback Committee chairman. He is also interested in debate.

Jim Swanson

Jim Swanson, a resident of Phi Sigma Kappa, from Grand Forks, North Dakota, is secretary-treasurer. Like the other officers, he has freshman council experience, having served as Field Day give- away chairman and chairman of the FroshCon Quiz Book Committee. Jim, who played freshman football, is also a member of the P☺ocoa Club.
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